
CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADEALGORITHMW. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENAbstract. Necessary and su�cient conditions on the spectrum of the restrictedtransition operators are given for the convergence in L2(Rd) of the multidimensionalcascade algorithm . 1. IntroductionThis paper is a continuation of [8]. In [8] we obtained a complete characterization ofstability and orthonormality of the shifts of a re�nable function in terms of its re�nenentmask. In this paper we present a complete characterization of the convergence inL2(Rd) of the multidimensional cascade algorithm with arbitrary dilation matrices Min terms of the mask.For �xed integers d � 1 and m � 2; let M be a d � d dilation matrix withj det(M)j = m: A dilation matrix is an integer matrix with all eigenvalues of mod-ulus > 1: Let `2(Zd); where Zd is the set of all multi-integers, be the space of allsquare-summable sequences, and L2(Rd) the space of all square-integrable functions.The Fourier transform of f 2 L2(Rd) will be denoted by bf :The subgroupMZd partitions Zd intom distinct cosets k+MZd, k = 0; 1; : : : ; m�1; where 0 = 0: Let (c(p))p2Zd be a �nite real or complex sequence satisfyingXp2Zd c(p) = 1 : (1.1)The condition Xp2Zd c(k +Mp) = 1m for k = 0; 1; : : : ; m� 1 ; (1.2)1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 41A15, 41A30, 42C05, 42C15.Key words and phrases. cascade algorithm, subdivision algorithm, dilation matrix, re�nementequation, transition operators, eigenvalues, Condition E, fundamental condition.1



2 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENis called the fundamental condition, and a sequence which satis�es the fundamentalcondition will be called a fundamental sequence. It is clear that if c is fundamental,then c satis�es (1.1) .The linear operator Tc : L2(Rd)! L2(Rd) de�ned by(Tc�)(x) := Xp2Zdm c(p)�(Mx� p); � 2 L2(Rd) ; (1.3)is the re�nement operator corresponding to the re�nement sequence c: A �xed point ofTc is called a (M; c)-re�nable function.It is well-known that for c satisfying (1.1) there exists a unique compactly supported(M; c)-re�nable distribution �, whose Fourier transform b� is continuous at the originand b�(0) = 1. Furthermore b� admits the in�nite product representationb�(u) = 1Yj=1 bc �(MT )�ju� ; u 2 Rd ; (1.4)where bc(u) := Xp2Zd c(p)e�ipu ;is the Fourier transform of the sequence c: Further, (1.4) shows thatb�(u) = bc �(MT )�1u� b� �(MT )�1u� ;which is equivalent to � being (M; c)-re�nable, i.e.�(x) = Xp2Zdm c(p)�(Mx� p); x 2 Rd ; (1.5)in the distribution sense.Starting with a compactly supported function �0; we de�ne for n = 1; 2; : : : ;�n(x) := Xp2Zdm c(p)�n�1(Mx � p) : (1.6)The algorithm (1.6) is called the cascade algorithm for the re�nement sequence c:We shall say that the cascade algorithm converges if the sequence �n converges. Thecascade algorithm always converges to � as a distribution whenever bc(0) = 1. If f�ngis bounded in L2(Rd), then it converges to � 2 L2(Rd) weakly. The cascade algorithmis related to the stationary subdivision scheme. For the case M = 2I and arbitrary



CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADE ALGORITHM 3d, it is the subject of intensive study by Cavaretta, Dahmen and Micchelli [1] in thecontext of curve and surface modelling and by Daubechies [3] (for d = 1) in waveletconstruction. If the cascade algorithm converges for an initial �0 2 L1(Rd), its limitequals b�0(0)�. The L2-convergence of the cascade algorithm depends on the spectrumof the transition operator. To see how the operator arises, we de�ne for any  2 L2(R);the sequence [ ](p) := ZRd  (x) (x� p) dx; p 2 Zd : (1.7)For each n = 0; 1; : : : ; the sequence [�n] is �nitely supported, and (1.7) and (1.6) give[�n](k) = Xp2Zdm a(Mk � p)[�n�1](p); k 2 Zd ; (1.8)where a(k) := Xp2Zd c(p)c(p� k) ;is the autocorrelation of c: Further, if � is (M; c)-re�nable, then its autocorrelationf(x) := ZRd �(t)�(t� x) dtis the solution of the re�nement equationf(x) := Xp2Zdm a(p)f(Mx� p) ; (1.9)i.e. f is (M; a)-re�nable, where a is the autocorrelation of c: Equation (1.8) can bewritten in the form [�n] :=Wa[�n�1] ; (1.10)where Wa : `1(Zd)! `2(Zd) is a linear transformation such that for all b 2 `2(Zd);(Wab)(k) := Xp2Zdm a(Mk � p)b(p); k 2 Zd: (1.11)For a general dilation matrix M and a compactly supported re�nement sequence c, asubset 
 � Zd is called an invariant support set for the associated transition operatorWa if the following conditions are satis�ed:(i) 
 is �nite,



4 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHEN(ii) for all sequences b with support in 
, the support of Wab is also in 
; and(iii) the support of every �nitely supported eigenvector of Wa corresponding to anonzero eigenvalue is contained in 
.For the case d = 1; m = 2; and c is supported on f0; 1; : : : ; Ng; the set 
 = f�N1 +1;�N1 + 2; : : : ; N1 � 1g is an invariant support set whenever N1 � N and `(
) =C2N1�1: The construction of invariant support sets for general dilation matrices ismore complex. In [8] a constructive proof is developed, based on the facts that thespectral radius of r(M�1) < 1 and the support of c is �nite, that shows every �nitesubset of Zd is contained in some invariant support set 
. The construction choosesa vector norm on Rd such that the corresponding operator norm for M�1 is < 1and the invariant support sets consist of balls having su�ciently large radius withrespect to this norm. The class of all complex sequences which vanish outside aninvariant support set 
 is denoted by `(
): Clearly `(
) is a �nite dimensional vectorsubspace of `2(Zd) that is invariant under the operatorWa and the nonzero eigenvaluesand corresponding eigenvectors of the restriction of Wa to `(
) does not depend onthe choice of 
. Furthermore, since Wa[�] = [�], the support of [�] is contained inevery invariant support set 
 and therefore [�] 2 `(
): We shall choose an invariantsupport set that contains [�0] where �0 is the initial function in the cascade algorithm.Therefore, supp([�n]) � 
; for all n = 0; 1; : : : : The operatorWa restricted to `(
) willbe called the restricted transition operator. The restricted operator can be representedby the following �nite order matrixWa := (m a(Mp� q))p;q2
 :Since only restricted transition operators are considered in this paper, we will identifythe operator Wa with the matrix Wa in this paper. Clearly the convergence of theoperator sequence fW na g is equivalent to the convergence of the matrix sequence fW na g.It would be convenient at times to express (1.11) in the frequency domain. Taking theFourier transforms of the sequences in (1.11) leads todWab(u) = m�1Xk=0 ��bc �(MT )�1(u+ 2�k)���2bb �(MT )�1(u+ 2�k)� : (1.12)



CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADE ALGORITHM 5In one dimension with dilation 2; i.e. d = 1 and M = 2; Cohen and Daubechies [2]proved that if the condition that all eigenvalues of the restricted Wa on the invariantsubspace S := fa 2 `(
) :Pp a(p) = 0g are inside the unit circle is satis�ed, then thecascade algorithm with the intial function �0(x) = sinc(x); converges to the re�nablefuntion � in L2(R). They further proved that if � is stable, then the restricted transi-tion operatorWa satis�ed above mentioned condition. Here, we also mentione that thiscondition was also used by Long and Chen in their studies of biorthogonality of a pairof masks in [9]. Jia [6] gave a characterization for Lp-convergence of the subdivisionscheme by using Lp joint spectral radius, which include L2-convergence as a specialcase. Jia's results are based on the work of Goodman Miccheli and Ward [5], where L1joint spectral radius are used to characterize the L1-convergence of the subdivisionscheme. Strang [10] proved that for any fundamental sequence c, the cascade algorithmconverges strongly in L2(R) for any starting function �0 whose integer shifts form apartition of unity, if and only if the restricted Wa has a simple eigenvalue 1 and all itsother eigenvalues lie inside the unit circle. We also remark here that Stang's result canbe derived from Jia's result as well.Following Strang [10], we shall say that the restricted transition operator Wa :`(
)! `(
) satis�es Condition E if it has a simple eigenvalue 1 and all its other eigen-values lie inside the unit circle. Suppose that c satis�es the fundamental condition(1.2) and that � is an (M; c)-re�nable function in L2(Rd): For the case M = 2I; itis known (see [1]) that if � is compactly supported and stable, i.e. its integer shiftsform a Riesz basis, then the cascade algorithm converges strongly in L2(Rd): In [8],we proved that if � is compactly supported and stable, then the restricted transitionoperatorWa satis�es Condition E. We further proved that if 1 is a simple eigenvalue ofWa and the Fourier transform of its corresponding eigenvector is nonvanishing, then �is stable. This implies that ifWa satis�es Condition E and the Fourier transform of theeigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1 is nonvanishing, then � is stable. However,neither Condition E nor the L2- convergence of the cascade algorithm implies stabil-ity of �: Hence, both conditions are weaker than the stability of the (M; c)-re�nablefunction �. It is of interest to know the relations between the strong convergence



6 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENof the cascade algorithm and Condition E. The object of this paper is to prove thatCondition E together with the fundamental condition on the re�nement sequence areequivalent to the convergence of the multidimensional cascade algorithm in L2(Rd):This gives a complete characterization of the strong convergence in L2(Rd) of thecascade algorithm.2. Statement of the Main Theorem and ExampleTheorem 2.1. Suppose that c(u) satis�es the fundamental condition (1.2). Then thecascade algorithm for c converges strongly in L2(Rd) for any compactly supported initialfunction �0 satisfying Xp2Zd �0(x� p) = 1; x 2 Rd ; (2.1)if and only if the restricted transition operator Wa satis�es Condition E.For the case d = 1 and M = 2, this result was proved in [10]. In fact we shall provethe following stronger result, which is our main theorem.Theorem 2.2. Suppose that c satis�es (1.1) . Then the cascade algorithm for c con-verges strongly in L2(Rd) for any compactly supported initial function �0 satisfying(2.1) if and only if the restricted transition operator Wa satis�es Condition E and c isfundamental.The following example shows that Condition E does not imply the fundamentalcondition for c; thus showing that both Conditions E and the fundamental conditionon the �lter sequence are required for strong convergence.Example 1. Let c be the sequence with c(0) = 1=2, c(1) = 0, c(2) = 1=2 andc(j) = 0 for j 6= 0; 1; 2. Then c is obviously not fundamental, but it is easy tocheck the nonzero eigenvalues of the Wa are 1; 1=2; 1=2; 1=2 (MATLAB computation)so it satis�es Condition E. The cascade algorithm with the initial function �0 = �[0;1]converges to (1=2)�[0;2] which has smaller L2(Rd) norm so the convergence is weak andnot strong.



CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADE ALGORITHM 73. Auxiliary resultsWe �rst describe conditions on c that imply the (M; c)-re�nable function � is inL2(Rd).An eigenvalue � of a matrix A is said to be nondegenerate if its algebraic multiplicityis equal to its geometric multiplicity. In this case, the Jordan block in the Jordannormal form of A corresponding to the eigenvalue � is a diagonal submatrix with alldiagonal entries equal to �: The restricted transition operator Wa is said to satisfy theextended Condition E if its spectral radius r(A) � 1 and all its eigenvalues on the unitcircle are nondegenerate.Proposition 3.1. If Wa satis�es the extended Condition E then the solution � of there�nement equation (1.5) belongs to L2(Rd); and the cascade sequence �n convergesweakly to � in L2(Rd) for any compactly supported starting function �0 with b�0(0) = 1.Proof. If c satis�es (1.1), then the corresponding cascade algorithm converges in dis-tribution to the unique compactly supported (M; c)-re�nable distribution �: The ex-tended Condition E implies that the cascade sequence f�ng is bounded in L2(Rd):Hence there is a subsequence f�njg which converges weakly to a function g in L2(Rd):Therefore f�njg converges in the distribution sense to g; hence g = �: Furthermore,f�ng converge weakly to �; otherwise it has a subsequence which converges weakly, andthus in the distribution sense, to another function, thus contradicting the fact f�ngconverges in the distribution sense to �.Suppose that the restricted transition operator Wa satis�es Condition E. Then theexistence of the L2 solution � of the re�nement equation (1.5) is assured by Proposition3.1. Furthermore, the cascade sequence �n converges weakly to � for any startingfunction �0: Therefore, in order to prove that �n converges strongly in L2(Rd); it issu�cient to show that k�nk2 ! k�k2 as n!1;We shall �rst establish some auxiliary results.



8 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENLemma 3.1. A sequence c satis�es the fundamental condition (1.2) if and only ifbc �(MT )�1(2�(j))� = ( 1 j = 00 j 6= 0 : (3.1)Proof. The cosets k +MZd, k = 0; 1; : : : ; m� 1; where 0 = 0; form a �nite abeliangroup G of order m. De�ne the function f : G! C byf(k +MZd) := Xp2k+MZd c(p): (3.2)Clearly, c is fundamental if and only if f is the constant function 1m on G. Now thePlancherel theorem for �nite abelian groups ([4], page 219) statesf(k +MZd) =Xh2 bGbf(h)h(k +MZd) ; (3.3)where bG denotes the character group of G (set of homomophisms into the unit circlegroup in C) and bf(h) := 1mXg2G f(g)h(g) (3.4)is the Fourier transform of f . Since the characters on G are mutually orthogonalfunctions on G ([4], page 218) and the identity character is the constant function 1, itfollows that c is fundamental if and only if bf equals 1m on the identity character andequals 0 elsewhere.Now, the characters on G are exactly the characters on Zd that map every elementof MZd to 1. Clearly these characters are precisely functions h on Zd of the formhj(p) = ei2�Tj M�1p; ; p 2 Zd; j = 0; : : : ;m� 1 :Therefore, a direct computation givesbf(hj) = 1m m�1Xk=0 e�i2�Tj M�1k f(k +MZd) = 1mbc �(MT)�1(2�(j))� ; (3.5)for j = 0; : : : ; m� 1 ; and the proof is complete.Lemma 3.2. Assume bc(0) = 1. Then the sequence c is fundamental if and only if itsautocorrelation sequence a is fundamental.



CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADE ALGORITHM 9Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact ba = jbcj2.Lemma 3.3. If c satis�es the fundamental condition (1.2) and � is the (M; c)-re�nabledistribution whose Fourier transform is continuous at the origin, then b�(2�p) = 0 forp 2 Zdnf0g.Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.1 and the in�nite product representation forb� in (1.4).Lemma 3.3 says that � satis�es the Strang-Fix condition of order 1; which is equiv-alent to the following by the Poisson summation formula.Corollary 3.1. If c is fundamental and � is a compactly supported (M; c)-re�nablefunction normalized so that b�(0) = 1; then the integer shifts of � form a partition ofunity, i.e. Xp2Zd �(x� p) = 1; for all x 2 Rd : (3.6)Lemma 3.4. Suppose that c is fundamental and (�n)1n=0 is the corresponding cascadesequence with starting function �0: If �0 satis�es (2.1) , then every �n satis�esXp2Zd �n(x� p) = 1; for all x 2 Rd : (3.7)Proof. Applying the cascade algorithm, after a change of variable and the order ofsummation, givesXp2Zd �n(x� p) = Xr2Zd Xp2Zdm c(r �Mp)�n�1(Mx� r): (3.8)Since c is fundamental, Xp2Zd c(r �Mp) = 1m ;for all r 2 Zd: Therefore (3.8) yieldsXp2Zd �n(x� p) = Xr2Zd �n�1(Mx� r);from which the result follows by induction.



10 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENLemma 3.5. Suppose that a is fundamental. If v = Wab; thenXk2Zd v(k) = Xk2Zd b(k) : (3.9)Further, if b is an eigenvector of Wa with eigenvalue � 6= 1; then Pk2Zd b(k) = 0:Proof. By (1.12), the relation v =Wab; is equivalent tobv(u) = m�1Xk=0 ��bc �(MT )�1(u+ 2�k)���2bb �(MT )�1(u+ 2�k)� : (3.10)Setting u = 0 in (3.10) and using (3.1) givesbv(0) = jbc(0)j2bb(0) = bb(0) ; (3.11)which is equivalent to (3.9). If v = �b; then (3.11) becomes�bb(0) = bb(0) ;which implies that bb(0) = 0; if � 6= 1:4. Proof of Theorem 2.2 and CorollariesIn this section we prove our main result and derive several corollaries.Recall that a sequence of matrices fW na g generated by a �nite order matrix Waconverges if and only if the spectral radius r(Wa) � 1 and 1 is the only eigenvalue onthe unit circle and 1 is nondegenerate. Furthermore the sequence fW na g converges ifand only if for all b 2 `(
), the sequence fW na bg converges. Since Wa(limnW na b) =limnW na b, the vector limnW na b is an eigenvector ofWa corresponding to the eigenvalue1. In particular, if Wa satis�es Condition E, then, for arbitrary b 2 `(
), limnW na b =�[�] for some constant �.Proof. Suppose that the restricted Wa satis�es Condition E and that c is fundamental.The cascade sequence �n converges weakly to � in L2(Rd): We need only to show thatjj�njj2 ! jj�jj2:



CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADE ALGORITHM 11First, observe that since R �0(x)dx = 1; the relation (1.6) implies thatZRd �n(x) dx = 1 ; (4.1)for all n = 0; 1; : : : : Furthermore, multiplying both sides of (3.7) by �n(x) and inte-grating yields Xp2Zd[�n](p) = 1 : (4.2)Since ZR �(x) dx = 1 ;a similar argument using (3.6) givesXp2Zd[�](p) = 1 : (4.3)Recall that [�] is an eigenvector of the restricted transition operatorWa with eigenvalue1: Since Wa satis�es Condition E, [�] is the unique eigenvector of the eigenvalue 1.Hence limn!1[�n] = � [�] : (4.4)The relations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) show that � = 1; so that (4.4) impliesjj�jj2 = [�](0) = limn!1[�n](0) = limn!1 jj�njj2 :Hence �n converges to � strongly in L2(Rd):Conversely, suppose that jj�n � �jj2 ! 0 as n !1 for all compactly supported �0satisfying (2.1). Consider the functions ��0 := �[�1=2;1=2]d(���), � 2 
: Since 0 2 
, oneof these functions is �00 = �[�1=2;1=2]d : Each function ��0 has unit integral and satis�es(2.1). With ��0 as an initial function, the cascade algorithm for c generates a sequence(��n)1n=0 which converges in L2(R) to � for each � 2 
: Also for each � 2 
 andn = 0; 1; : : : ; de�ne a sequence b�n byb�n(k) := ZRd �0n(x)��n(x� k)dx; k 2 
 : (4.5)Then b�n = Wab�n�1 and b�0 = �(� � �) := �� ;



12 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENwhere �(0) = 1 and �(�) = 0 for � 2 
 n f0g. It follows thatb�n = W na b�0 = W na ��; for all n = 0; 1; : : : ; (4.6)for any � 2 
. Since jj��n � �jj ! 0 as n!1 for every � 2 
,b�n(j) := ZRd �0n(x)��n(x� j) dx! ZRd �(x)�(x� j) dx = [�](j) ; (4.7)as n!1; all j 2 
: Combining (4.6) and (4.7) givesW na �� ! [�]; as n!1 ; (4.8)for every � 2 
: Since ��; � 2 
; form a basis of `(
); it follows that for any sequenceb 2 `(
) W na b! �[�] ; where � =Xp2
 b(p): (4.9)This implies that the matrix sequence fW na g converges. Hence, the spectral radiusr(Wa) � 1 and 1 is the only eigenvalue on the unit circle. Further, 1 is a nondegenerateeigenvalue of the matrix Wa. Therefore, to show that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of Wa,we only need to show that [�] is the unique eigenvector of the eigenvalue 1 of Wa, upto a constant multiple. Let b 2 `(
) be an eigenvector of Wa corresponding to theeigenvalue 1. Then limn W na b = b = �[�]:Hence [�] is the only eigenvector of Wa corresponding to the eigenvalue 1.We now show that c is fundamental. By Lemma 3.2 it su�ces to show that ais fundamental, where a is the autocorrelation of c: Recall that for any � 2 
 and�� := �(� � �) 2 `(
), W na �� ! [�]; as n!1 : (4.10)Let v 2 `(
) be a left eigenvector of Wa with eigenvalue 1: ThenvTW na = vT ; for all n = 0; 1; : : : : (4.11)Hence, for each � 2 
;v(�) = (vTW na )�� = vT (W na ��); for all n = 0; 1; : : : :



CONVERGENCE OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CASCADE ALGORITHM 13It follows from (4.10) thatv(�) = vT [�] =Xj v(j) [�](j) := � for some constant � :This means that v = �e where e =P�2
 ��: Hence eTWa = eT ; which is equivalent tom Xp a(Mp� q) = 1; for all q 2 
 :Therefore, a is fundamental. Hence c is fundamental.We observe from this proof that if the cascade algorithm converges for a compactlysupported initial function  0 with b 0(0) = 1 and [ 0] = �, then Wa satis�es ConditionE and c is fundamental. Therefore Theorem 2.2 impliesCorollary 4.1. Assume that bc(0) = 1 and that the cascade algorithm converges for acompactly supported initial function  0 with b 0(0) = 1 and [ 0] = �. Then the cascadealgorithm converges for any initial function �0 satisfying (2.1).Recall that a function � is stable if its shifts f�(x� p) j p 2 Zdg form a Riesz basisof the subspace of L2(Rd) they span.Corollary 4.2. If a compactly supported (M; c)-re�nable function � is stable, thenthe cascade algorithm converges strongly in L2(R) for any compactly supported initialfunction �0 satisfying (2.1).Proof. Since � is stable, by Corollary 2.1 of [8], we have that Wa satis�es E condition.Therefore we need only to show that c is fundamental. Since � 2 L2(Rd) is compactlysupported, � 2 L1(Rd) hence b�(u) ! 0 as juj ! 1. If � is re�nable, then for anyp 2 2�Zd=f0g; b�((MT )np) = b�(p) nYj=1 bc((MT )n�jp) = b�(p) : (4.12)Letting n!1, implies b�(p) = 0 for p 2 2�Zd=f0g. Therefore, for arbitrary q 2 Zd,�(j) = b�(2�j +M2�q) = bc((MT )�12�j)b�((MT )�12�j + 2�q):



14 W. LAWTON, S. L. LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENThen bc(0) = 1 since b�(0) = 1. Furthermore, since � is stable, there exists q0 2 Zd,such that b�((MT )�12�j + 2�q0) 6= 0. Therefore bc((MT )�12�j) = 0 for j 6= 0 Henceby Lemma 3.1 the sequence c is fundamental.Remark 1. Suppose that c is a M-CQF satisfying the condition Pp2Zd c(p) = 1.Here, a sequence c is called a M-CQF, ifm�1Xk=0 ��bc �u+ (MT )�12�k���2 = 1 :If 1 is a simple eigenvalue of Wa; the integer shifts of � are orthonormal [8], hence � isstable and the cascade sequence �n converges strongly to � in L2(Rd). Therefore, if c isa M-CQF, then stability of �, Condition E, and convergence of the cascade algorithmare equivalent.Corollary 4.3. If bc(0) = 1 and if the cascade algorithm for c converges strongly in L1for any compactly supported initial function �0 satisfying (2.1), then c is fundamentaland Wa satis�es Condition E.Proof. Since the (M; c)-re�nable function � and each function �n of the cascade se-quence are compactly supported, if the sequence �n converges to � in L1 then it alsoconverges to � is L2 and the result follows by Theorem 2.2.Acknowledgement: S. L. Lee thanks Professor Gil Strang for making available to hima copy of the reprint [10] when he was visiting MIT in Spring 1995. The results in [10]and in our previous paper [8] are the motivations for this work.References[1] Cavaretta, A. S., W. Dahmen and C. A. Micchelli, Stationery subdivision, Memoir Amer. Math.Soc. 93(1991), 1 -186 .[2] Cohen, A. and I. Daubechies , A stability criterion for biorthogonal wavelet bases and their relatedsubband coding scheme, Duke Math. J. 68(1992), 313 - 335 .[3] Daubechies, I., Orthonormal bases of compactly supported wavelet, Comm. Pure and Appl. Math.41(1988), 909-996.
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